The formation properties of an internal transport barrier (ITB) were investigated in a weak positive magnetic shear plasma by changing the neutral beam heating power. The ion thermal diffusivity in the core region shows L-mode state, weak ITB, and strong ITB, depending upon the heating power. Two features of ITB formation were experimentally confirmed. Weak ITB was formed in spite of the absence of an apparent transition in an ion temperature profile. On the other hand, strong ITB appeared after an apparent transition from the weak ITB. In addition, the ion thermal diffusivity at the ITB is correlated to the radial electric field shear. In the case of the weak ITB, ion thermal diffusivity decreased gradually with increases in the radial electric field shear. There exists a threshold in the radial electric field shear, which allows for a change in state from that of weak to strong ITBs.
Introduction
Improved confinement due to the formation of an internal transport barrier (ITB) has been studied in order to develop an advanced tokamak operation scenario, since a strong pressure gradient, resulting from the formation of an ITB, produces large bootstrap current [1] . The study of the ITB is also important in order to understand what gives rise to anomalous transport. Recently, ITBs have been observed in a number of devices. It is important to clarify what conditions are required for the formation of ITBs. Since ITBs, as well as edge transport barriers in the H-mode, are often obtained by applying sufficient heating power, one approach to clarification of the formation conditions would be conducting a threshold power study to obtain an empirical scaling law for ITB formation. Many papers have already dealt with threshold power studies of ITB formation. A strong dependence of threshold power on density has been found in high poloidal beta (β p ) plasmas with weak positive magnetic shear configuration [2] . A different influence of threshold power on density dependence has been observed between high β p plasmas and reversed magnetic shear plasmas [3] . Magnetic shear seems to be a key parameter for the formation of an ITB. Toroidal momentum input also affects threshold power; for example, the threshold power with a co-injected neutral beam was less than 2.5 MW, and that with a counterinjected neutral beam was approximately 9 MW in DIII-D [4] . Dependence of threshold power on toroidal magnetic field is very weak in JT-60U [2, 5] , while that is fairly strong in JET [6] and TFTR [7] . Since many parameters appear to affect the conditions for ITB formation, a comparison of the respective levels of threshold power required for ITB formation from the 13 tokamaks has been developed in order to obtain an empirical scaling law [8, 9] .
In JT-60U, the ITBs were found in weak positive magnetic shear plasmas [10] and in reversed magnetic shear plasmas [11, 12] . Such ITB structures are roughly classified into weak ITBs and strong ITBs [13] . Weak ITBs possess reduced diffusivity in the core region. Strong ITBs possess a strong reduction in diffusivity at the narrow ITB layer. Note that the strong ITB often becomes a "box-type" ITB in reversed shear plasmas. Although good confinement was obtained in plasmas with strong ITBs, steep pressure gradients often led to MHD instability. In order to maintain high stability and high confinement, the ITBs have to be actively controlled. Active controls of ITB strength have been demonstrated in JT-60U reversed shear plasma [14] , where the variation of the radial electric field shear plays an important role. In addition, a poloidal magnetic field seem to be a key parameter for ITB control, because the stored energy scaling for the box-type strong ITB is largely dependent on a poloidal magnetic field at the ITB foot [15, 16] . Concerning the dynamics of ITB formation, it has been reported that the ITB appears as a sudden bifurcation in TFTR, whereas ITB formation is sometimes slow in the case of DIII-D [17] . Therefore, from the point of view concerned with ITB formation and its control, it remains important to clarify the response of the diffusivity to the stabilizing effects on the cause of anomalous transport such as turbulences [3] . A gradual change in diffusivity would be desirable for ITB formation and its control in a fusion reactor.
The aim of our ITB formation study in JT-60U is to clarify the response of the diffusivity to the stabilizing effects. This type of study will lead to a deeper understanding of the mechanism of ITB formation and also will help clarify the source of anomalous transport. To clarify these points, the dependence of the transport properties on heating power has been studied in weak positive magnetic shear plasma.
Experimental Conditions
A plasma configuration is shown in Fig. 1 , along with the trajectories of injected neutral beams (NBs). Triangularity (δ ) and elongation (κ) were approximately 0.2 and 1.5, respectively. The plasma volume (V p ) was about 65 m 3 . JT-60U has eleven units for positive ionbased NBs (deuterium). Since the magnetic axis was located above the midplane, the upper perpendicular NBs (five units) and the upper tangential NBs (two units) led to an on-axis deposition profile of heating power; however, the lower perpendicular NBs (two units) and the lower tangential NBs (two units), led to an off-axis deposition profile. On-axis NBs have been preferentially utilized for experiments because the deposition power near the axis is important for establishing ITBs in the high-β p mode [2] .
The experimental conditions consisted of a toroidal magnetic field (B T ) of 3.7 T, a plasma current (I p ) of 1.3 MA, q 95 ~ 5.2 (safety factor at 95% of poloidal flux), a target electron density (n e ) of ~ 1.0 × 10 19 m -3 , and deuterium plasma. Since the toroidal momentum inputs might have affected the ITB formation conditions, as well as the confinement properties, a balanced configuration possessing nearly equal NB power injected tangentially parallel (co) and antiparallel (counter) to the plasma current was utilized to minimize the influence of toroidal rotation and its shear. In order to investigate the power dependence of the transport properties, injected NB power (P NB ) was changed within a range of ~ 2-15 MW for the present experiments. Two units of NB were injected in order to measure the plasma parameters. The safety factor profiles were measured with motinal Stark effect (MSE) diagnostic [18] by viewing the upper tangential NB with the counter-injection direction. The ion temperature and the plasma rotation profiles were measured with charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CXRS) diagnostics [19] by viewing the upper perpendicular NB. The NB power of each unit was approximately 2 MW. Since the NB injector possessed two ion sources, a halfpower of NB was available to each unit. Therefore, the injected NBs in the case of P NB ~ 2 MW, which was the lowest power used for this experiment, consisted of a half-unit of the upper tangential NB with the counterinjection direction and a half-unit of the upper perpendicular NB; this configuration led to a slight counter-toroidal momentum input. On the other hand, in the range of P NB ~ 4-10 MW, the injected NBs consisted of a half-unit of the upper tangential NB with the counter-injection direction, and a half-unit of the upper tangential NB with the co-injection direction, as well as several units of the upper perpendicular NBs; this configuration was then balanced. In the case of P NB ~ 15 MW, two units of the lower tangential NBs and one unit of the upper perpendicular NBs were added to the combination of NBs in the case of P NB ~ 8 MW, in order to maintain the balanced configuration. Figure 2 shows the waveforms of P NB , the plasma current, and the temporal evolution of T i in each radial position for the case of P NB ~ 10 MW. The plasma current was ramped up at the rate of 0.33 MA/sec and then reached 1.3 MA at t = 5.8 sec. The NB injection started just before the flat-top of the plasma current, where the NBs for the plasma diagnostics were injected with the balanced toroidal momentum configuration. Main NB heating of P NB ~ 10 MW started at t = 6.0 sec, where three units of the upper perpendicular NBs were added. The target electron density at t = 6.0 sec was 1.0 × 10 19 m -3 . This discharge scenario was similar to the standard high β p mode operation, where the high power NB heating applied to the lower target electron density plasma, just after ramp-up of the plasma current; this was performed in order to establish an ITB with weak positive magnetic shear configuration. The values of T i increased gradually in each radial position after heating of the main NB, whereby no sudden change in T i evolution was observed. In the cases of P NB ~ 2-8 MW, the time evolution behaviors of T i were similar to that associated with P NB ~ 10 MW. On the other hand, a sudden change in T i evolution was observed in the case of P NB~1 5 MW. Figure 3 shows the waveforms of P NB , the plasma current, and the temporal evolution of T i in each radial position for the case of P NB ~ 15 MW. The NB power was raised from 8 MW to 15 MW at t = 7.5 sec. The target electron density at t = 7.5 sec was ~ 1.3 × 10 19 m -3 , which was 30% higher than that of the other cases. The value of T i in each radial position increased gradually just after P NB was raised from 8 to 15 MW. A sudden change in the T i evolution was observed after 0.35 sec from the increase in the heating power. This time delay was comparable to the global energy confinement time and the slowing down time required for fast ions generated by the NBs. The value of T i at r/a = 0.41 increased rapidly after t = 7.88 sec, then T i at r/a = 0.48 increased after t = 7.98 sec, whereas T i at r/a = 0.63 decreased. This observation indicates that the ITB was first formed at r/a ~ 0.4, and then the position of the ITB was expanded to r/a ~ 0.6. The reduction of T i at r/ a = 0.63 was caused by a reduction in heat flux due to the spatially and temporally localized transition to the ITB formation. Such a phenomena is referred to as "bipolar transition", and it provides a good indication of when/where an ITB is formed.
Power Scan Experiments for Weak Positive Magnetic Shear Plasmas 3.1 Observation of the temporal evolution of ion temperature profiles

Power dependence of transport
properties Transport properties of each heating power case were evaluated under the quasi-steady state condition. The absorbed heating power and the deposition heating power profiles induced by NBs were calculated by the orbit following Monte Carlo (OFMC) code [20] , in which the behavior of 10,000 test particles for fast ions generated by NB was traced until the ions were entirely thermalized or lost from the plasma due to ripple loss, orbit loss, and charge exchange loss. The absorbed heating power was typically about one-half of P NB in the experiments, which was attributed to the large shinethough power (about 20% of P NB ) due to the low density plasma.
A comparison of the ion temperature profiles at the quasi-steady state phase with different heating powers is shown in Fig. 4 along with the safety factor (q) profiles. The q profiles were similar in each case. The value of q at the center was about 2 and the weak positive magnetic shear configuration was formed in the core region. On the other hand, the shapes of T i profiles were fairly different in each case. The T i profile in the case of P NB ~ 2 MW was broader than those of the other cases, which indicates that there was no ITB. In the cases of the middle heating power corresponding to 6 MW and 10 MW, as shown in Fig. 4 , peaked T i profiles were formed, where a change in the T i gradient was observed at the normalized minor radius of ~ 0.55. This indicates that a weak ITB might have been formed. The T i profile in the case of P NB ~ 15 MW had a steep gradient around half of the minor radius and then a strong ITB was formed. The shape of the strong ITB was characterized by a radial profile of T i with relatively flat inner and outer regions separated by a relatively steep ITB region. In this case, the temporal evolution of T i in each radial position revealed an apparent transition to the formation of strong ITB, which was observed as described in Sec. 3.1. Fig. 4 Radial profiles of (a) ion temperature, and (b) safety factor for the cases of P NB ~2, 6, 10, 15 MW.
The radial profiles of the ion thermal diffusivity (χ i ) for the cases of P NB ~ 2, 6, 10, 15 MW are shown in Fig. 5 , along with the neoclassical predicted level. The values of χ i are evaluated at the quasi-steady state condition. The χ i profile in the outer-half region for the P NB ~ 6 MW case was larger than that for the P NB ~ 2 MW case, whereas essentially no change between P NB 6 MW and P NB ~ 2 MW cases was observed for the χ i in the core region. In general, global confinement decreases with increasing the auxiliary heating power. An increase of χ i in the outer region correspond to the power degradation of the confinement. The change in χ i in the core region suggests that confinement improvement takes place there. The χ i profile for the P NB ~ 10 MW case revealed a large drop in χ i around half of the minor radius, where a clear change in the T i gradient was observed as shown in Fig. 4(a) . The χ i profile for the case of P NB ~ 10 MW was similar to that of a typical high β p H-mode plasma (shown in Ref. 21) , except for at the peripheral region. Therefore, the parabolic type of weak ITBs was produced in the case of P NB ~ 10 MW. However, the χ i in the outer region was lower than that of the P NB ~ 6 MW case. This result was due to the formation of a density pedestal. On the other hand, a large reduction in χ i was observed locally around half the minor radius in the case of P NB ~ 15 MW, which indicated the formation of a strong ITB. It should be noted that the level of χ i at the strong ITB formed in the weak positive magnetic shear configuration was three times higher than the neoclassical predicted level. This result differs from that of the strong ITB formed in the reversed magnetic shear configuration, where the value of χ i was often reduced to the neoclassical level. This difference may be the result of the magnetic shear effects; this conclusion is consistent with the theoretical predictions that the negative magnetic shear would reduce the geodesic curvature drive of microinstabilities such as the toroidal ion temperature gradient-driven mode, various trapped particle modes, and high-n ballooning modes. Figure 6 shows the χ i at the normalized radius of 0.46, which corresponded to the ITB radius, as a function of P NB . As P NB increased from 2 to 4 MW, the value of χ i also increased. This result indicates that the degradation of confinement was caused by the auxiliary heating power, which corresponded to the L-mode state. In the range of P NB ~ 4-6 MW, the value of χ i began to decrease with an increases in P NB . This finding suggests that the ITB was generated in the core region with a threshold power of P NB ~ 4-6 MW. In the range of P NB ~ 6-10 MW, the value of χ i decreased with an increases in P NB . These experimental results demonstrate that the local transport in the weak ITB region was gradually reduced with an increases in the heating power. This finding may reflect the temporal evolution of the T i profile without an apparent estimated at the quasi-steady state condition for the cases of P NB ~ 2, 6, 10, 15 MW and the neoclassical level. Fig. 6 Power dependence of the ion thermal diffusivity at the normalized radius of ~ 0.46, which correspond to the ITB radius.
bifurcation (see Fig. 2(b) ). It should be mentioned that the weak ITB appeared with a threshold power of around 6 MW, which was lower than that of the Hmode, due to the higher B T of 3.7 T and the lower density of 1.0 × 10 19 m -3 . On the other hand, in the highpower (P NB ~ 15 MW) case, a further reduction of χ i was observed. In this latter case, a sudden change in the T i profile was observed, where the T i at the inside of the ITB foot increased and the T i just outside of the ITB foot decreased, as shown in Fig. 3(b) .
The results of the power dependence of χ i provide evidence for whether or not the ITB exists, as described above. On the other hand, as regards the threshold power study, conducted to obtain an empirical scaling law for ITB formation, the level of transport reduction required for weak ITB formation must be specified. If the ITB is formed with a clear transition, as shown in Fig. 3(b) , the threshold power can be defined unambiguously. However, if the ITB is formed with a gradual decrease in χ i , without transition, as shown in Fig. 2(b) , it may be difficult to identify the threshold power.
In Fig. 7 , the global energy confinement time (τ E ) and the confinement enhancement factor (H 89 ) over the L-mode scaling [22] are plotted against P NB . As P NB increased from 2 to 4 MW, the value of τ E decreased. In a tokamak plasma, the enhancement of auxiliary heating power, although producing higher energy content, is associated with a continuous degradation of the energy confinement time, which is referred to as the "L-mode". The values of H 89 in the range of P NB ~ 2-4 MW were around unity. Therefore, the confinement property in this range of P NB corresponded to the L-mode state. In contrast, the value of τ E increased with an increase in P NB within the range of P NB ~ 6-15 MW, where no degradation of τ E was observed. In addition, the value of H 89 also increased. The dependence of the global confinement on the value of P NB is consistent with that of χ i at the ITB.
Discussion
In order to address the mechanism of the formation of weak and strong ITBs, the relation between χ i and the radial electric field (E r ) is discussed in this section. Several theoretical models for transport barrier formation have suggested that the E× B flow shear plays an important role in suppressing the level of turbulence and reducing the correlation length of turbulence [23] . The pressure gradient and Lorentz force due to plasma rotation for each ion species balance the radial electric field in the toroidal plasma. Then,
where Z i , e, n i , P i , V T , V P , B P , and B T are charge number, electronic charge, ion density, ion pressure, toroidal rotation velocity, poloidal rotation velocity, poloidal magnetic field, and toroidal magnetic field, respectively. The E r profile is calculated from the profiles of the plasma pressure of each species and the measured toroidal rotation velocity of carbon impurity. Since the poloidal rotation is not measurable at the present time, it is estimated based on the assumptions of neoclassical theory. The procedure to estimate the E r profile is described in Ref. 24 . The radial profiles of E r at the quasi-steady state condition for cases P NB ~ 2, 6, 10, and 15 MW are shown in Fig. 8 . The E r profiles had a notched structure around the ITB region. This structure was often observed in the ITB plasmas with the balanced toroidal momentum configuration in JT-60U. The notch structure became deeper with increasing P NB , due to the increase in ITB strength, and then a strong E r shear was produced. These structures originated from the pressure gradient term of E r , which had a minimum value in the vicinity of the radius of ITB. Figure 9 shows the dependence of χ i on the E r shear near the ITB foot. The same data set shown in previous figures and the time evolution for strong ITB formation are plotted in Fig. 9 . The value of χ i increased with increases in E r shear for the data with no ITB, whereas χ i decreased for the data with weak and strong ITBs. In particular, for the strong ITBs, a large drop in χ i was observed. The possible physical processes involved in the formation of weak and strong ITBs are considered as follows. The E r shear increased with an increase in heating power due to the increase in the pressure gradient, even in the case of the L-mode plasma. The core confinement was improved, which corresponded to the formation of the weak ITB, when the value of the E r shear exceeded a certain level.
Once the plasma state changed from the L-mode to that of a weak ITB, the E r shear became larger with increases in heating power, and then χ i gradually decreased. The growth of a weak ITB due to the gradual reduction in χ i led to an increase in the E r shear. The plasma state changed from that of a weak ITB to a strong ITB when the value of the E r shear exceeded the threshold.
Conclusions
The characteristics of ITB formation and evolutionary properties have been studied in JT-60U weak positive magnetic shear plasma by changing the NB heating power under the conditions of B T = 3.7 T, I p = 1.3 MA, q 95 ~ 5.2, δ ~ 0.2, κ ~ 1.5, V p ~ 65 m -3 , n e 1 .0 × 10 19 m -3 and balanced toroidal momentum configuration. The transport property in the core region changed from the L-mode to that of a weak ITB, and then to a strong ITB. Two features of ITB formation were experimentally confirmed in the present study. A weak ITB was formed in spite of the absence of an apparent transition in the ion temperature profile. On the other hand, a strong ITB appeared with an apparent transition from the weak ITB. The response of χ i to the E r shear has been discussed. The χ i for the weak ITB was gradually reduced with increases in the E r shear. There exits a threshold in the E r shear, which allows for a change in state from that of weak to strong ITBs. Investigation of the responses of weak and strong ITBs can contribute to an understanding of the physics of formation of ITBs; in addition, such study can lead to a better understanding of the scenario required for the active control of ITBs. 
